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1/431 (B.72.K002) SX 48515448

LAND TO THE NORTH-EAST OF SUTTON HARBOUR
Archaeological Assessment of Land to the North-East of Sutton Harbour

Exeter Archaeology     Exeter : Exeter Archaeology, 2002, 25pp, pls, figs, refs

Work undertaken by: Exeter Archaeology

The available historical documentation implies that development around the site area began around the

middle of the 17th century. Since there has been no major development since this period, it is likely

that foundations or post-medieval houses and quay walls have survived. The site also has the potential

to throw light on the shipbuilding industry of the period. [Au(adp)] 

Archaeological periods represented: PM

1/432 (B.72.K001) SX 44945525

POTTERY QUAY, DEVENPORT
Archaeological Assessment of Pottery Quay, Devonport, Plymouth

Exeter Archaeology     Exeter : Exeter Archaeology, 2002, 21pp, pls, figs, refs

Work undertaken by: Exeter Archaeology

This assessment of 'Pottery Quay' has shown that certain elements of the historic fabric of the quayside

area do survive. The most significant features within the development area are the quay wall, quay

steps, stone on west side of the New Passage Hill and outside Devenport Dock New Gare, a War

Department boundary stone and the buried slipway. [Au(abr)] 

Archaeological periods represented: PM

1/433 (B.72.K003) SX 45705460

PROPOSED BRICKFIELDS REDEVELOPMENT, DEVONPORT
Archaeological Evaluation of a Proposed Science Park at Derriford, Plymouth

Exeter Archaeology     Exeter : Exeter Archaeology, 2002, 18pp, pls, figs, refs

Work undertaken by: Exeter Archaeology

The Brickfields site contained within it very significant features relating to Plymouth's military history.

The precise location of the Dock Lines cannot be identified using cartographic sources alone. It is

likely that the masonry scarp and counterscarp walls of both periods will survive largely complete at

particular points within the site. Subsequent terracing of the site will partly have damaged the surviving

archaeology and partly have protected it. It is possible that flint artefacts are still present on the site, but

in view of the landscaping the original provenance may be no longer ascertainable. [Au(adp)] 

Archaeological periods represented: MD, PM


